J. Gilbert Smith House Tour Handout

1. **Entryway:** Look at the phones in the entryway. How do they look different from the phones you use or see today?

_____________________________________________________________________

2. **Child’s Room:** Do any of the toys in the child’s room look like your toys? Which ones?

_____________________________________________________________________

3. **Anywhere:** Which room looks the most different from the rooms in your home?

_____________________________________________________________________

4. **Anywhere:** Which item was your favorite? Which item confused you?

   **Favorite:**
   ___________________________________________________________________

   **Confused:**
   ________________________________________________________________

5. **What was your favorite room in the house? Why?**

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

6. **Kitchen and Pantry:** Mom often embroidered (added a design) the dishtowels in the kitchen. Look for an embroidered towel in the house. Then create your own design for your family and draw it on the picture of the towel below.